No apparent danger: The true story of a
volcanic disaster at Galeras and Nevada Del
Ruiz
by Victoria Bruce
The speckled monster: a historical tale of
battling small pox
by Jennifer Lee Carrell
Nickel and dimed: On (not) getting by in
America by Barbara Ehrenreich
Take big bites: adventures around the
world and across the table.
by Linda Ellerbee
Another day in the frontal lobe: a brain
surgeon exposes life on the inside.
by Katrina Firlik.
The blood of strangers: stories from
emergency medicine by Frank Huyler
The ghost map: The story of London’s
most terrifying epidemic—and how it
changed science, cities, and the modern
world
by Steven Johnson
Rethinking thin: The new science of weight
loss—and the myths and realities of dieting
by Gina Kolata

Yellow jack: How yellow fever ravaged
America and how Reed discovered its
deadly secrets
by John Pierce
Opening Skinner's box: great psychological
experiments of the twentieth century
by Lauren Slater
More sand in my bra: funny women write
from the road, again
by Julia Weiler
Crack in the edge of the world: America
and the great California earthquake of 1906
by Simon Winchester
What we eat : the true story of why we put
sugar in our coffee and ketchup on our fries
by Burton Wolf
Some other Non-fiction titles I’ve enjoyed:
Bones would rain from the sky: deepening
our relationship with dogs.
by Suzanne Clothier
The gift of fear and other survival signals
that protect us from violence by Gaven De
Becker
Blink: The power of thinking without
thinking
by Malcolm Gladwell
Flu: The story of the great influenza
pandemic of 1918 and the search for the
virus that caused it. by Gina Kolata
Eminent dogs, dangerous men.
by Donald McCaig
The other end of the leash : why we do what
we do by Patricia McConnell
The Johnstown flood
by David McCullough
Nine lives: from stripper to school teacher:
my year long odyssey in the workplace
by Lynn Snowden
So that others may live : Caroline Hebard
& her search and rescue dogs.
by Hank Whittemore
The professor and the madman: a tale of
murder, insanity, and the making of the
Oxford English Dictionary.
by Simon Winchester

